The Takedown of Osama bin Laden
Special Ops Series• Glossary Crossword Puzzle
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1. to tell who someone is
4. people whose job it is to collect and study
information about an enemy
6. a quick surprise attack
8. illegally took control of
11. abbreviation for Federal Bureau of
Investigation; an organization that looks into
violations of federal law for the United States
Department of Justice
14. people who know a lot about a subject
16. abbreviation for Central Intelligence Agency;
an American organization that gathers information
in foreign countries for the U.S. government
18. a high-level adviser who works closely with
the president on matters having to do with other
countries
19. a person who carries messages
20. a collection of groups that work together
21. a fenced-in area with buildings inside
22. buildings that hold the offices of the
representatives of other countries

2. people who are on the run from police or other
law enforcement officers
3. a room in the White House with high-tech
audio and video equipment, where top officials
can meet to keep track of important events
5. a group of parts joined together, such as a
group of buildings or tunnels
7. a person who uses violence and threats to
achieve his or her goals
9. one of the world’s major religions; its followers
are called Muslims
10. objects or information that can be used to
prove whether something is true
12. papers that contain information
13. fighters who use speed and surprise
15. a military and political group that ruled
Afghanistan from 1996 to 2001
17. the terrorist group that was responsible for the
September 11 attacks on the United States

